**Amp**

**Lighting / Furniture / Accessories**

**Design Year of Design:** Simon Legald, 2014

**Material:** Glass, Marble

**Colours:**
- Green table lamps are provided with a 2 m green textile cord with a switch.
- Green pendants are provided with 4 m green textile cord and a white ceiling canopy.
- Black table lamps are provided with a 2 m black textile cord with a switch.
- Black pendants are provided with 4 m black textile cord and a black canopy.

**Dimensions**
- Amp Lamp Small / H: 17 x Ø: 14 cm
- Amp Lamp Large / H: 26,5 x Ø: 14 cm
- Amp Table Lamp / H: 26 x Ø: 14 cm

**Maintenance:** Clean with damp cloth.